Introduction
In this paper we present a polynomiial time algorithm which solves the vertex ranking problem 011 permuta.tion haphs. The vertex ranking problem is also called the oNlered colori1l9 problem [15J. The problem has received mnch attention lately because of the growing number of applications. For example, the problem of finding an hptimal vertex ranking is equivalent with the problem of finding the minimUlri height elimination tree of a graph. This [19, 9, 4J. Other applications lie in the field of VLSI-layout [18, 23J.
Yet other applications can be found in scheduling problems of assembly steps in manufacturing systems [13, 25, 14,20, 22J. Much work has been done in finding optimal rankings of trees. For trees there is now a linear time algorithm finding an optimal vertex ranking [21J.
For the closely related edge ranking problem on trees an O( n 3 ) algorithm is given in [8J. Recently, the polynomial time solvability was rediscovered in [25J, however the time complexity is O( n 3 10g n). Efficient vertex ranking algorithms were known for very few other classes of graphs . The vertex ranking problem is trivial on split graphs and can also be solved in linear time on cographs [22J. Very recently, we heard about an 0(n4) algorithm for vertex ranking of interval graphs [IJ (however, we have not seen the paper yet).
The decision problem 'Given a graph G and a positive integer k, has G a vertex ranking with at most k colors' is NP-complete, even when restricted to cobipartite or bipartite graphs [3J. In view of this it is interesting to notice that for each constant t, the class of graphs with vertex ranking number at most t is recognizable in linear time [3J. In [1.5J, among other things, an O(,jii) bound is given for the vertex ranking number of a planar graph and the authors describe a polynomial time algorithm which finds a ranking using only O(,jii) colors. For graphs in general there is an approximation algorithm known with factor O(log2 n) [4, 16J. In [4J it is a.lso shown that one plus the pathwirith of a graph is a lower bound for the vertex ranking number of the graph (hence a planar graph has pathwidth O( ,jii), which is also shown in [16J using different methods).
One of the most well-known and well-studied classes of perfect graphs is the class of 1Jermutalio71 graphs. Permutation graphs are exactly the comparability graphs of pasels of dimension at most two. They can also be characterized as the graphs which are at the same time a comparability and a cocomparability graph. It follows that there is also a characterization in terms of forbidden induced subgraphs [11, 2J. Many problems such as DOMINATION, CLIQUE, INDEPENDENT SET, TREEWIDTH and MINIMUM FILL-IN can be solved efficiently for permutation graphs [10, 6, 26, 5, 17] .
For definitions and properties of classes of well-structured graphs not given here we refer to [12, 6, 2J. In this paper we show that the vertex ranking problem can be solved efficiently for permutation graphs. Furthermore, this approach can be used to design polynomial time algorithms solving the vertex ranking problem also on circular permutation graphs, interval graphs, circular arc graphs, trapezoid graphs and cocomparahility graphs of hounded dimension.
Preliminaries
We start with some definitions and easy lemmas on vertex rankings and on permutation graphs. We start with some preliminaries on rankings.
Preliminaries on rankings
Definition 2.1 Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let t be some integer. A (vertex) t-ranking is a coloring c: V ---> {l, ... , t} such that for every pair of vertices x and y with c( x) = c(y) and for every path between x and y there is a vertex z on this path with c(z) > c(x). The rank of G, X,(G), is the smallest value t for which the graph admits at-ranking.
Clearly, a vertex ranking is a proper coloring. Hence X,(G) 2: X(G) for every graph G. We call a x,(G)-ranking of G an optimal ranking. Lemma 2.1 Let G = (V, E) be connected, and let c be a t-ranking of G.
Then there is at most one vertex x with c( x) = t.
Proof. Assume there are two vertices with color t. Since G is connected, there is a path between these two vertices. By definition this path must contain a vertex with color at least t + 1. This is a contradiction. The height of a rooted tree T is the length of a longest path from the root to a leaf. The following result appears, in different form, also in [3J.
Lemma 2.3 Let G be connected. Let h(G) be the smallest height of an elimination tree. Then X,(G)
Proof. Consider a x,(G)-ranking c of G. We show that there is an elimination tree with height at most X,(G) -1. If G has only one vertex, this is obvious. Otherwise, there is exactly one vertex with color X, ( G) Let T be an elimination tree of height Xr(G)-1 (i.e., of minimum height), and consider the coloring c given by the levels (Remark 2.2). Let Xr(G) -s be the highest level in the tree containing more than one vertex. Let 5 be the set of vertices at higher levels. Hence 181 = s. Notice that s < [VI Remark 2.5 The formula in Theorem 2.1 holds just as well if we replace 'minimal separator' by 'separator' or by 'inclusion minimal separator' (i.e., a minimal separator that is not properly contained in any other minimal separator).
Preliminaries on permutation graphs
A permutation 11" of the numbers l, ... ,n is a sequence 11" = {7r}, ... ,7r n J.
Definition 2.4 If 11' is a l'cnnutation of the numbers I, ... , n, we can construct a graph G[rr J = (V, E) with vertex set V = {1, ... , n} and edge set E:
The graph G[rrJ is sometimes called the inversion graph of 11'. If the permutation is not given, it can be computed in O(n 2 ) time [12, 24J. In this paper we assume that the permutation is given and we identify the permutation graph with the inversion graph. A permutation graph is an intersection graph, which is illustrated by the matching diagram. These notions appear for example in [12J.
Definition 2.5 Let 11' be a permutation of 1, ... , n. The matching diagram can be obtained as follows. Write the numbers 1, ... , n horizontally from left to right. Underneath, write the numbers 11'1, ••• ,11',,, also horizontally from left to right. Draw straight line segments joining the two 1 's, the two 2 's, etc.
Notice that two vertices i and j of G[rrJ are adjacent if and only if the corresponding line segments intersect. This is illustrated in figure 1. we give an example. Consider two nonadjacent vertices x and y. The line segments in the diagram corresponding to x and y do not cross. Hence we can find a scanline s between the lines x and y. Take out all the lines that cross the scanline s. Clearly this corresponds to an x, v-separator in the graph. The next lemma, which appears in [5J, shows that we can find all minimal x, v-separators in this way.
Definition 2.6 A scanline in the diagram is any line segment with one end vertex on each horizontal line, such that the end points of the scanline do not coincide with end points of other line segments in the diagram. A scanline .5 is between two non crossing line segments x and y if the top point of s is in the open interval between the top points of x and y and the bottom point of s is in the open inte"val between the bottom points of x and y.

Lemma 2.4 Let G be a permutation graph, and let x and y be nonadjacent vertices in G. Every minimal X, y-separalor consists of all line segments crossing a scanline which lies between the line segments of x and y.
If s is a scanline, then we denote by S the set of vertices of which the corresponding line segments cross s. We call two scan lines 81 and 82 equivalent, 8, :; 82, Before we can state and prove our main theorem in the next section, we need a few more definitions.
Definition 2.7 Let 8, and S2 be two scanlines of which the intersection is either empty or one of the end points of 8, and S2' A piece C = C(SIo S2) is a subgraph of G induced by the following 8ets of lines:
• All lines that are oetween the scanlines (in case the scanlines have a common end point, this set is empty) .
• All lines crossing at least one of the scanlines.
We identify the piece C = C(S"'2) with the diagram containing SI, S2 and the set of lines corresponding with vertices of C. Proof. First assume that C is I-feasible. Then there is a t-ranking such that the vertices of 51 U 52 all have unique colors from {I, ... , t -15 1 U 521 + I} and all other vertices have smaller colors. Since the number of vertices is at least t + 1 there must be nonadjacent vertices x and y which have the same color. Then x and y cannot be elements of 51 U 52. Let C' be the induced subgraph of C arising by the removal of the vertices of 51 U 52' Then C' has vertex ranking number at most t' = t -15 1 U 521 and C' is not a clique.
By Theorem 2.1, there exists a minimal separator 5' in C' such that all components have vertex ranking number at most t' -15'1. Let a and b be nonadjacent vertices such that 5' is a minimal a, b-separator in C'. By Remark 2.4, C' has a ranking such that all vertices of 5' have a unique color from {t', t' -1, ... , t' -IS'I + I} and all other vertices have smaller colors.
Consider the diagram for C', i.e. the diagram for C with line segments of 8 1 U 52 removed. By Lemma 2.4 there exists a scanline s between a and b such that vertices of S' correspond exactly with the line segments that cross s. Notice that since a and b are not elements of 51 U 52, the scanline s must be splitting in C. Notice also that S contains only vertices of .'h U 52 U 5'.
This shows that there is a ranking of C such that all vertices of 51 U 52 U 5
have a unique color from {t -lSI U 52 U SI + 1, t -15 1 U S2 U 51 + 2, ... , t} and all other vertices have colors from {I, ... , t -15 1 U 52 U 51}. It follows that C; is smaller than C and qi-feasible (i = 1,2). Now assume there is a splitting scanline s such that C 1 and C 2 are smaller and Ci is qi-feasible (i = 1, 2) . Then there is a coloring of C such that the In this section we describe an aIgorithm to compute the vertex ranking number of a permutation graph. The first step of the algorithm computes all different pieces and sorts them according to increasing number of vertices. For each piece in turn (starting with the components with the smallest number of vertices) we compute the smallest t such that the component C is t-feasible. This is stored as t( C). We can determine whether the piece is t-feasible using Theorem 3.1. Notice that the largest piece has a scanline SL which lies totally to the left of all line segments and a scanline SR which lies totally to the right of all line segments. In other words, this piece is just the graph G itself. Notice also that this piece is t-feasible if and only if there is a ranking of G with t colors, since SI = S2 = 0.
Theorem 4.1 There is a O( nS) algorithm computing the vertex ranking number of a permutation graph.
Proof. The existence of the algorithm is clear by the discussion above.
The number of pieces is bounded by (n + 1)4 since it is determined by two scanlines. The test whether a piece C = C(st. S2) is t-feasible can be performed by trying all possible scanlines 8 between SI and 82, testing for each if the condition of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. The number of these scanlines is at most (n + 1)2. Now let C = C(ShS2) be a piece and let S be a splitting scanline. For computing the smallest t such that C is t-feasible via C I = C(s!, s) and C 2 = C( 8,82) we simply need the following anxiliary data: a( s, s2)the number of line segments crossing S2 but not s (and stl, and b (8!, s) the number of line segments crossing Sl but not 8 (and 82) . Notice that a(s,82) = IS2 \ SI = IS2 \ (SU SI)I and b(SI' 5) = lSI \ SI = 1.5't \ (SU S2)1 hold, using the notation of Theorem 3.1.
Assume we had computed all the auxiliary data in a preprocessing. Then, we get the smallest t such that a piece Cis t-feasible via C I = (SI'S) and C 2 = (8, S2) by the formula:
t.( C) = ma.x( t( Cd + a( s, S2), t( C 2 ) + b( SI, s)).
Consequently, t( C) = min, t,( C) where S is a splitting scanline of C = C(SI' S2).
Computing all the 0(n4) auxiliary data a(r,s) and b (r,8) for scanlines rand s having at most one endpoint in common can easily be done within the overall time bound. Moreover, a standard approach for computing such values using the matching diagram will do the preprocessing in time 0(n4) (see e.g. [5] ). 0
Remark 4.1 An optimal vertex ranking of a given permutation graph can also be computed in time O(nS). Whenever t(C) has been computed by table look-up to smaller pieces we add pointers to a Imir giving raise to the value t(C). After finding X,(G) a backtracking using these pointers will produce an optimal vertex ranking or a minimum elimination height tree of G.
Other well-structured graphs
We described a simple algorithm to compute the vertex ranking number of a permutation graph. The demonstrated 'piece approach' does not rely much on the structure of permutation graphs. Indeed, the key properties a graph class should have for using this approach are:
1. the number of minimal separators of a graph is bounded by a polynomial in n, and 2. the number of pieces of a graph is bounded by a polynomial in n.
In general a piece of a graph G is an induced sub graph C of G created as follows: Choose an arbitrary subset S of all minimal separators of G.
Choose an arbitrary connected component of G[V \ USESS] and all minimal separators in S having a neighbor in the component. This is the vertex set of a piece.
If there is a polynomial p for a graph class such that every graph in the class has at most p( n) pieces then there is a polynomial time vertex ranking algorithm for this class. (Typically, a preprocessing determining auxiliary data is necessary to reach the best time bounds.)
The following classes of well· structured graphs have this property (see [17] for the polynomial number of minimal separators), which is always based on an intersection model (sometimes a 'circular' extension of a 'linear' model). Using this one can show that the vertex ranking can be done for interval graphs in O(n3), for trapezoid graphs in O(nS), for cocomparability graphs of dimension at most d in O( n 3d ), for circular arc graphs in O( n 3 ) and for circular permutation graphs in O( nS). (Details are omitted here.)
Open Problems
We like to mention the following open problems:
• It is not known whether the vertex ranking can be done in polynomial time for otber classes of well· structured graphs like chordal graphs and circle graphs .
• It is surprising that t.he algorithmic complexity of edge ranking on graphs in general is still open [25] .
